WHITEHALL TOWNSHIP
ELECTRICAL SERVICE UPDATE

Please be advised that when updating, moving, or repairing an electrical service, Whitehall Township Ordinance 2157, adopting the National Electrical Code, Section 1000-1, requires that the following be provided:

(a) A minimum of two (2) receptacles per room; and all unapproved receptacles in the floor shall be removed.

(b) A minimum of one (1) 20 amp receptacle in the laundry room.

(c) A minimum of two (2) 20 amp branch circuits in the kitchen for receptacles.

(d) A minimum of one (1) switchable light or switchable receptacle per room.

(e) Exposed basement wiring shall be updated to conform to minimum standards as prescribed in the Code, if in the opinion of the Electrical Inspector, an unsafe condition exists. This includes the removal of “knob and tube” wiring located in the basement through or below the joists, it taped or spliced. All other wiring must be corrected to meet wiring specifications contained in this Code.

(g) All other wiring must be corrected to meet wiring specifications contained in this code including GFCI protection where required.

If there are any questions or concerns please contact Keycodes Inspection Agency at 610-866-9663.